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The success of electrification will rely on the development of new electric vehicles able to tackle main challenges being high cost, autonomy
and also safety. As a consequence, critical choices need to be made as soon as the development and prototyping phase. Modelling can
then play a crucial role in order to anticipate and validate the choices made. This is the guideline of the DEMOBASE project [1] in order to
develop an innovating EV concept meeting new market demand. In this poster we will focus on the 0D modelling of the battery thermal
behaviour in nominal and abuse conditions [2]. Can 0D approaches give a help for the pack design in the first steps of conception?
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➨ Very fast setup and simulations
allow to explore many solutions
in a pre-design step

Short circuit in cluster 2 (cells 4-5-6) at
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➨ No thermal runaway after 15h of
cycling in both cases
➨ Cooling allow to stabilize the
temperature below 35 °C
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➨ Propagation of thermal runaway to the
neighbouring clusters
➨ 20 min delay in propagation to next
clusters by changing the firewall material

➨ Many solutions or combined solutions could permit to delay or
avoid thermal runaway propagation in the battery pack between
clusters
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